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Living in a multicultural country like Malaysia, chances being exposed to experiences with different social and ethnic cultures are rather high in every aspect of life. From the basic need of life such as eating and living in the same neighbourhood, especially urban Malaysians cannot escape intercultural processes through their daily experience. Many of the joint spaces and situations may involve a wider field of intercultural impact. Cultural properties and connected views are outcomes of former and ongoing global exchange patterns that started in colonial times. Musical instruments played in present day Malaysia are musical instruments coming from cultures outside Malaysia. Flutes illustrate this situation very clearly. Though on the territory of present day Malaysia exist a number of indigenous flute playing practices that also include performance and transmission, the flutes that are performed and taught most are brought to Malaysia from Europe, that is referred to as western flute, from China (dizi), and from India (bansuri).

Considering that Malaysia is a country in which music education is apparently less privileged compared to other teaching subjects, the general understanding towards music is rather mono-cultural though an acceptance towards diverse music practices of local origin can be noted. However, the active and well-established professional orchestras like Malaysian Philharmonic Orchestra (MPO) and Malaysian National Symphony Orchestra (MNSO) are the top models in playing western classical music in the country. Likewise, there is no professional Chinese orchestra but a number of Chinese orchestras playing Chinese traditional music on amateur level while there is no Indian orchestra yet at the moment as orchestras as such are not an Indian tradition.

Based on the recent concerts happening in Kuala Lumpur, it seems that all ensembles are working well independently and thus crossover cooperation
does not seem being a necessity as the actual environment in Kuala Lumpur is discouraging intercultural activities. This is obvious when it comes to music learning especially on instruments which are symbolizing social and ethnic attachments. For instance, particular instruments are only learnt by the specific community to which they belong. For example, western flute is learnt in the school band or school orchestra by everyone, but Chinese dizi in a Chinese orchestra and Indian bansuri is taught only in the Temple of Fine Arts. Western flute is more widely promoted in the society since the number of bands and orchestras in need of flutists is far higher than the performance options of the other two flutes, though performance and concert possibilities exist thus generally a platform to perform is available to all. However, at the same time, there are very few performance opportunities for Indian bansuri and Chinese dizi.

Looking at the wider picture, music performances in Kuala Lumpur are not as widely promoted and considered economically necessary as in other large Asian metropoles. If music performances are generally regarded less necessary, the question is how to prevent extinction of diverse flute playing cultures and how to encourage cultural exchange at the same time.

This thesis aims at exploring the way of approaching western flute, dizi and bansuri, their cultural context, performance practice, and transmission methods. The cultural position of "flute players" and their learning situation in Malaysia will be covered from the viewpoint of selected practitioners. Finally, applications of flute playing in live performances will have to be observed and analysed as well as transmission methods that may give an insight on flute playing practices in Kuala Lumpur. Investigating transmission methods has to mainly focus on teaching materials used, class structures in terms of participants and sequence of teaching units. This is to understand the different social and cultural contexts of performance practice as well as the transmission methods of the three types of flutes and their mutual perpetuation as part of a multi-layered culture.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Living in a multicultural country like Malaysia, chances being exposed to experiences with different social and ethnic cultures are rather high in every aspect of life. From the basic need of life such as eating and living in the same neighbourhood, especially urban Malaysians cannot escape intercultural processes through their daily experience. Many of the joint spaces and situations may involve a wider field of intercultural impact. Cultural properties and connected views are outcomes of former and ongoing global exchange patterns that started in colonial times. Musical instruments played in present day Malaysia are musical instruments coming from cultures outside Malaysia. Flutes illustrate this situation very clearly. Though on the territory of present day Malaysia exist a number of indigenous flute playing practices that include performance and transmission, the flutes that are performed and taught most are brought to Malaysia from Europe, that is referred to as western flute, from China (dizi), and from India (bansuri). The distribution and acceptance of these three flutes differ according to their cultural and social attributes, which imply to certain extent a cultural economy that focus on status aspirations of a majority that leads to familiarity with the Western flute among all Malaysians. dizi and bansuri, on the other hand, are rather reflected as culturally attached to different ethnic groups, thus their practice correlates to the number of inhabitants respectively.

Despite of this, considering that Malaysia is a country in which music education is apparently less privileged compared to other teaching subjects, the general understanding towards music is rather mono-cultural. The number and type of local orchestras, bands and ensembles in the capital Kuala Lumpur shows the acceptance towards diverse music practices of local origin. However, the active and well-established professional orchestras like Malaysian Philharmonic Orchestra (MPO) and Malaysian National Symphony Orchestra (MNSO) are the top models in playing western classical music in the country. Likewise, there is no professional Chinese orchestra but a number of Chinese orchestras playing Chinese traditional music on amateur level while there is no Indian orchestra yet at the moment as orchestras as such are not an Indian tradition.

Based on the recent concerts happening in Kuala Lumpur, it seems that all ensembles are working well independently and thus crossover cooperation
does not seem being a necessity as the actual environment in Kuala Lumpur is discouraging intercultural activities. This is obvious when it comes to music learning especially on instruments which are symbolizing social and ethnic attachments. For instance, particular instruments are only learnt by the specific community to which they belong. For example, western flute is learnt in the school band or school orchestra by everyone, but Chinese dizi in a Chinese orchestra and Indian bansuri is taught only in the Temple of Fine Arts. Western flute is more widely promoted in the society since the number of bands and orchestras in need of flutists is far higher than the performance options of the other two flutes, though performance and concert possibilities exist thus generally a platform to perform is available to all. However, at the same time, there are very few performance opportunities for Indian bansuri and Chinese dizi.

Looking at the wider picture, music performances in Kuala Lumpur are not as widely promoted and considered economically necessary as in other large Asian metropoles. If music performances are generally regarded less necessary, the question is how to prevent extinction of diverse flute playing cultures and how to encourage cultural exchange at the same time.

In the thesis, the cultural position of "flute players" and their learning situation in Malaysia will be covered from the viewpoint of selected practitioners. Finally, applications of flute playing in live performances will have to be observed and analysed as well as transmission methods that may give an insight on flute playing practices in Kuala Lumpur.

1.2 Problem Statement

All three flutes are imported and not indigenous to Malaysia. However, what makes western flute has a wider acceptance among all Malaysians? At the same time, it seems that dizi and bansuri are restricted to particular communities. Thus, what makes western flute to be different from the other two instruments? How is the current educational infrastructure of flute learning and teaching situation and how does it reflect the different flutes' cultural position in Malaysia?

The assumption that western flute playing accommodates the needs of the majority most has to be clarified. At the same time, the association of dizi and bansuri with ethnic groups seems to be far too undifferentiated and speculative.

In order to get answers, informants have to be selected that can provide experiences as performers and teachers of western flute, dizi, or bansuri. Since the weight of each of these flutes in society is different, the selection of
informants cannot correspond to a representation of all involved audiences, learners, performers and teachers in Kuala Lumpur. The selection of informants has to follow the principle of effectiveness of the given information. Finding informants that are actually very active in both performing and teaching is crucial to the study, thus it needs a first pre-study to make a decision about the selection of informants.

These and further questions deriving from it may help to deepen knowledge on how cultural thinking, music making and objects used for it such as the three types of flutes are linked together. By finding a way to approach various “flute cultures” from different perspectives, one can learn to directly exchange expressivity and creativity. The outcomes of this study that will be based on qualitative research methods such as self-experiment, in depth interviews, participant observation and narrative analysis might be applicable on comparable reflective situations in Malaysian society.

1.3 Objectives and Research Questions

This thesis aims at exploring the way of approaching western flute, Chinese dizi and Indian bansuri, their cultural context, performance practice, and transmission methods. Investigating transmission methods has to focus on teaching materials used, class structures in terms of participants and sequence of teaching units will be closely looked at from the perspective of an observer. For that reason, the author will have to go through a personal experiment and study the three instruments playing with the students she observes at the same time. The study should lead to new insights into cultural transfer phenomena exemplarily observed with the three instruments playing in Kuala Lumpur.

The primary research questions of this thesis are:
- to understand the different social and cultural contexts of performance practice as well as
- the transmission methods of the three types of flutes.

Both aspects strongly depend on each other and cannot be separated during the process of observation.

1.4 Significance of Study

There are no detailed studies on the musical practice of western flute, Chinese dizi and Indian bansuri in Malaysia. Thus, this thesis aims at getting a better understanding of the cultural position of the flutes and the situation of local flute players. The study of different transmission techniques and performing arts can help raise awareness and hopefully prevent extinction of diverse flute playing cultures and encourage cultural exchange at the same time.
The study may also shed light on the degree of instrumental adaptations from abroad in the field of music, which help pave the way for further studies that focus on narrower details with other methods.

1.5 Limitation of Study

The study focuses on Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (Klang Valley and surrounding) in the first decade of the 21 century. All flutes were brought to Malaysia either by larger groups of immigrants or by colonial rulers. They belong culturally to the dominating ethnic groups. Flutes of indigenous ethnic groups are excluded as their use in Kuala Lumpur is very limited and near to non-existent with very few exemptions.

The choice of informants follows the principle of representing practitioners who are actually active as performers and teachers, meaning that if one or two informants report about their experiences, these experiences can be also considered as true for the musical practice that is investigated and of which these representatives are an active part. It is not the aim of this research to achieve a comprehensive picture of the entire musical life or to examine every flute player in Kuala Lumpur. Also, the study cannot provide a numerical balance between all flute practitioners neither in an evenly measured contribution to the study nor the real number of practitioners in Kuala Lumpur. The chosen examples of representative informants are to give an overview about main issues that have to be discussed such as performance practice and transmission methods.

1.6 Organisation of the Thesis

This thesis is structured into six chapters. While the first chapter introduces background of the study, problem statement, objectives and research questions, significance and limitation of study, the second chapter introduces the most helpful literature reviewed, the applied methods and the materials used. The third chapter is the rough overview on flute playing in Kuala Lumpur and beyond, discussing public performance and career options of Malaysian flutists as well as teaching flute in Malaysia. Chapter four includes the analysis of interviews with performers and teachers of the three types of flutes. An in-depth discussion based on the research as a whole will be covered in chapter five and chapter six is the summary of the findings and thoughts that emerged in the process.

1.7 Remarks on Key Terms

Flute playing as used in this thesis relates practically to the use of the following instruments:
Western flute: It is mostly the modern concert flute used in symphonic orchestras. It is the type that was developed through the so called cylindrical Boehm-Flute. It has a mouthpiece and is mostly produced with a metal body.

Dizi: The dizi taught is mostly the C-dizi, mostly to ease the way of reading notation and explaining interval relationships. However, most of the dizi performers play on a set of dizi in many keys. The dizi used in Malaysia is in diatonic tuning, meaning a modernised type that is usually played in the modern Chinese orchestra. Some specific tunings used for local music practices in mainland China are compromised and cannot be played satisfactorily.

Bansuri: Carnatic bansuri that is most often used for the accompaniment of raga renderings in the South Indian tradition. It is usually a bigger bansuri that need hand size of an adult, though teenagers start to learn it.

Performance Practice (Aufführungspraxis in German): It means the way music is performed. Looking into performance practice, this actual study covers the repertoire played, performance conditions such as venues, supporting organisations, orchestras that are in need of flutists, and promotion of performances. Other usual features such as notation, publishing scores, ornamentation, special playing skills, or other elements that contribute to a supposed ‘authenticity’ are excluded since these features can only be explored in studies following this first overview.

Transmission Methods: Main issues to be summarized under transmission methods in this study are the teaching materials used that consist of sheet music, self-made teaching books, copies of teaching material obtained through networks, technical tools such as the electric tanpura for the emission of a drone tone, recordings, especially so called ‘minus one’ (accompaniment without the main solo part), and metronome. Other issues come under class structure which is characterized by its participants (single or groups) and the sequence of teaching units that can consist of exercises on breathing, shaping tones, dynamics, mobility of fingers/hands, posture, articulation, interpretation of musical pieces.

Kuala Lumpur: The geographical area includes the capital Kuala Lumpur, the federal administrative centre Putrajaya and, in its wider understanding, the entire Klang Valley that is also known as Kuala Lumpur Metropolitan Area or Greater Kuala Lumpur in recent years. It is the metropole of Malaysia and characterized by a fast developing multicultural centre of the country with strong social contrasts.
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